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The first day of spring is Wattle
Day. Which has always intrigued
me because most of our wattles
are almost spent by September,
especially Golden Wattle
(pictured) our National Floral
Emblem and the species that
Wattle Day is particularly
associated with. The first day of
August would be much more
appropriate. This year
the first of our Golden
Wattles were flowering
by mid July as noted
by Clint on our
Facebook page.

COMING EVENTS
V-C Visit
September 11 (p.2)

Working Bees
September 4 & 19
October 2 & 17
November 6 & 21

December 4

Seeding Day
November 12
See pages 2 & 10 for
details

Actually there was a
period when Wattle Day
was celebrated on 1
August. During the
First World War when
sprigs of wattle were
sold for charity, the
date was changed in
NSW so the Red Cross
could use the earlierflowering and more
familiar Cootamundra
Wattle for sprigs.

Just as the extraordinary events
of WW1 brought about a change
in the timing of Wattle Day,
perhaps the extraordinary
events of global warming will do
the same. Warmer temperatures
have already caused earlier
flowering in Victorian wattles by
up to 1.4 days/ year over the
two decades 1983-2006.

Our national floral emblem - flowering earlier due to global
warming?

University Vice-chancellors are extraordinarily busy people. So I am
very pleased that the Friends are to host Professor Peter HØj on 11
September. As far as I know this is only the second time that the
Friends have hosted a VC in the reserve.
Professor HØj will dedicate a table and seat setting at Netherby Spur
to commemorate inaugural President Dr Scott Field on the 20th anniversary of the Friends group.
Scott was a man with vision who sadly lost his life way too young.
There is certain symmetry with commemorating him at a place with
such spectacular panoramic views over the city.
Please join us for morning tea at 10.00-11.00am. More
details next page.

Pete Bird

Invitation
You are cordially invited to join the University of Adelaide Vice-Chancellor Professor Peter HØj for
morning tea in the Waite Conservation Reserve. Professor HØj will mark the occasion of our 20th anniversary by unveiling a table & seat setting to commemorate the inaugural President of Friends of Waite
Conservation Reserve, the late Dr Scott Field.
Date: Saturday 11 September
Time: 10.00-11.00am
Location: Netherby Spur Lookout (See Site 10 on Loop Trail map)
Morning tea provided
Netherby Spur is quite a walk from the nearest parking spots at Gate 82 or Gate 88.
Allow 30 mins walk from Gate 82 opposite 10 Hillside Drive, Springfield

OR

Allow 15 mins walk from Gate 88 via the SE Freeway & 198A Mt Barker Rd, Leawood Gardens.
RSVP Peter Bird pbjbird1@bigpond.com or 0418 853 834

Pesty birds
At a time when sparrows appear to be in general decline in
their native Europe I recorded my first ever House Sparrows
in the reserve on 9 March. Five of them stayed for several
days feeding on fallen grass seeds amongst the remnant
olives of eastern Stone Reserve. Coincidentally 4 Common
Starlings started visiting Stone Reserve around the same
time. Incredibly this was only the sixth time I have recorded
them and the first in over 7 years. Unfortunately, these olivespreading, hollow-stealing pests are not only still present but
have presumably bred. There are now eight!
Early bird catches the worm
It always surprises me how early in the season magpies
breed. While waiting for the TAFE tree planters to arrive on a rare sunny day 20 July, I noticed
a maggie fly over near the Southern Boundary carrying sticks, a sure sign that love was in the
air. While both sexes collect sticks for nest construction, the emancipated female shows little
confidence in hubby’s nest-building skills and does most of the job herself. I was back there
recently and heard the begging calls of a hungry brood, little more than a month later.

Friends of Waite Reserve
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A Tale of Five Wattles
Anyone who has studied Peter Lang’s Flora of
the reserve must think we are the centre of the
wattle universe. He lists 14 species! The truth
is only five are legitimately native to our patch.
The remainder are either weedy invaders from
elsewhere in Australia or adventives from
nearby populations.
Wattles are mostly short-lived and tasty. This
is a bad combination. By the time the sheep
were removed from the reserve in 1992-93,
populations of all five species were severely
depleted. Three were down to single digits.
Another was locally extinct until recently. Here
are our five wattles:
Wreath Wattle Acacia acinacea
Gaze across
the southern
boundary to
Carrick Hill
and there are
lots of these
pretty
little
wattle s.
G r a z i n g
reduced their
numbers to only 2-3 at the time the reserve
was created. Planting has increased this
number but there is opportunity for more,
especially
along
the
western
slopes.
Distinguished by its rounded leaves and coiled
-spring seed-pods.
Blackwood Acacia melanoxylon
A single plant recorded by Enid Robertson in
Wild Dogs Glen during early botanical surveys.
Extensive planting and
regeneration have seen
blackwoods
return
in
numbers to the damp,
south-facing
slopes
of
Netherby
and
Koala
Gullies and WDG. Slender
dark-trunked tree with
blue-green foliage, pale
y e l lo w
fl o we r s
a nd
persistent clusters of seed
pods.

Friends of Waite Reserve

Kangaroo Thorn Acacia paradoxa
Originally limited to eastern slopes of Urrbrae
Ridge, now widely planted across the reserve.
Rounded, compact, dark green bushes with
sharp spines and large intensely golden
flowers. A prickly customer good for planting
at
trail
switc hbacks
to
prevent
people taking
short-cuts offtrail and as a
protective
retreat
for
f a i r y -w r e ns ,
scrub-wrens,
brown thornbills and other small bush birds.
Golden Wattle Acacia pycnantha
Important species originally widespread but
localised by overgrazing and perhaps by
harvesting for its bark. (Golden Wattle bark is
rich in tannins and supported a major
industry in the Adelaide Hills in the 1880s1950s supplying
bark to leather
tanneries).
Populations
are
recovering
after
widespread
planting
and
regeneration.
Grows as a slender tree with broad green
drooping ‘leaves’ (actually modified stems or
phyllodes).
Hills Wirilda Acacia retinodes
Presumed extinct in the reserve, a single
mature tree was discovered in 2019 growing
amongst dense olives on an eastern Stone
Reserve hillside. I can
only imagine the seed
was re-introduced from
a nearby population,
perhaps by deer or
kangaroos.
Highly
palatable .
Se ve r al
seedlings
which
emerged
under
the
original
tree
were
heavily grazed before they were protected.
Small tree to 8 m with grey-green foliage,
almost black trunk and creamy yellow flowers.
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Know your Onions

(or corms, rhizomes, tubers & bulbs) - Pete Bird

At this time of year we spend a lot of time tackling ‘weed bulbs’. These are plants that loiter
about as dormant underground storage organs during the dry summer and autumn then leap
into active growth following breaking rains in late autumn or early winter. We habitually refer to
these plants as weed bulbs but mostly this is a misnomer. In strict botanical terms our so-called
weed bulb plants actually exhibit four different types of storage organ: corms, tubers, rhizomes
and ... bulbs. These differ in important ways.
Bulbs
Bulbs are modified leaves forming a series of rings or scales arranged as a
round (bulbous) storage organ enclosing the buds. Think of an onion! Leaves
and flower stems emerge annually from the neck of the bulb. Scales, roots and
new ‘daughter’ bulbs grow from the flattened bottom or basal plate.

Examples:

Three-cornered Garlic (Allium triquetrum)
Soursobs (Oxalis pes-caprae)

Corms
Corms also have a basal plate but occur as a single homogeneous piece of
stem tissue. After flowering, the old corm withers and is replaced by a new
corm which forms above.
Examples: Synnotia & Sparaxis (Sparaxis spp.)
Guildford Grass (Romulea spp.)
Thread Iris (Moraea setifolia)
One-leaf Cape Tulip (Moraea flaccida)

Tubers
Tubers are swollen underground stems without a basal plate. They expand in
all directions as they grow. Tubers produce nodes or ‘eyes’ (as in a potato)
anywhere on the outer surface which sprout either as new shoots or new
roots.
Example:
African Weed Orchid (Disa bracteata)
Rhizomes
Rhizomes are horizontally-growing underground stems without a basal
plate. They sprout new stems along the top of the rhizome and
adventitious roots on the underside.
Example:

Bridal Creeper (Asparagus asparagoides)
(with clusters of swollen storage roots)

Irrespective of what we call the underground storage organ, all of the
species above are serious environmental weeds in the reserve and must be controlled. We do this
mostly by digging out the plant, ‘bulb’ and all with a chisel, and disposing of it into a bag and
ultimately to green waste.
And finally, want to know a funny thing? So-called Onion Weed (Asphodelus fistulosus) has no
underground storage organ at all!
Friends of Waite Reserve
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Cape Tulip time - Clint Garrett
In the next few weeks, large areas of the
Urrbrae Ridge will look like this: a sea of
salmon coloured flowers.

young ones that I did not get to first time
matured enough to be treated. The second
round of treatment took about half an hour. I
have rechecked the area and the kill rate looks
very good. Now we will have to wait until next
year to find out whether the bulbs were killed
or just the foliage.

One-Leaf Cape Tulip (Moraea flaccida) can completely
dominate the ground layer of the landscape.

In 2020 I hand weeded Cape Tulips from an
area near the crossroads of the Waite and
Sheoak Loops. This year the Cape Tulips were
back. These plants were from dormant bulbs
that I did not get in 2020 BUT, the number of
Cape Tulip plants was less. Nearby areas that I
did not weed showed what progress had been
made.
This year I experimented with hand weeding a
marked area and then using the “Tongs of
Death” on the remainder of the area.* It took
me an hour to hand weed the 10 square metre
patch. In the following hour, I covered 150
square metres using the “Tongs of Death”.
There is no doubt that this method allows a
much larger area to be treated in a given time.
Inevitably I missed some plants and some

Cape Tulip seedlings from 10 square metres of weeding

*Editors note: The “tongs of death” is a method

designed for ‘bulb weeds’ - wiping systemic herbicide
onto strap-like leaves using sponges attached to
kitchen tongs - without damage to surrounding native
plants. You can see an image of such tongs on the
Trees for Life website for example.

Winter Solstice Celebration
Sunday 20th June was the winter solstice this year. This is the day that marks the shortest sunlight day of the year. From the following day until December 22nd, the length of day increases. In
the northern hemisphere, they have a celebration to mark this turning point too. They call it the
Feast of Saturnalia or Christmas.
We celebrated the changing of the seasons with a party at Clint’s place complete with Christmas
puddings and brandy sauce. It was a very enjoyable evening for all who were there. Glenn and
Jeff supplied the heating, which made the winter evening much more bearable.
Clint is organizing a summer solstice event for December 22nd at 7pm. Please let him know if you
would like to take part. clint.garrett@ozemail.com.au

Friends of Waite Reserve
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South Australian Blue Gum (Eucalyptus leucoxylon) - Penny Paton
The name Blue Gum has always seemed to me a confusing
name as its flowers are cream, red or some colour in between.
According to Boomsma (1981), the name derives from the
bluish juvenile leaves. To add to the confusion around its
common names, the species is called Yellow Gum in Victoria,
due to its yellowish bark (P. Bird pers. comm.). The scientific
name derives from leucos meaning white and xylon meaning
wood, referring to its pale-coloured timber (Nicolle 1997). The
juvenile leaves are quite distinct, being opposite and bluish
green, while the buds and flowers are in groups of three.
Blue Gums are tall eucalypts in the Mount Lofty Ranges
(MLR)/Adelaide area up to 25 metres, but often smaller where
rainfall is lower or the soil is poor. They typically have a
straight whitish trunk, but the bark can have greyish or
yellowish hues, particularly when wet (see Photo, taken in the
Waite Conservation Reserve (WCR) after rainfall in August
2021 – this beautiful specimen can be seen on the west side of
the Old Coach Road trail between the top of Wild Dogs Glen
and the picnic tables near Gate 88, to the north of the track to
Urrbrae Ridge). They are an important component of
ecosystems where they occur as they are prolific nectar
producers. In the MLR they generally flower during winter and
spring but it is possible to find blue gums in flower in any
month of the year in South Australia generally.
The individual buds, flowers and fruits are large (see Photos)
and nectar is consumed by a range of honeyeaters, parrots,
silvereyes and other bird species. In the Adelaide region in the
early days of colonial settlement they were a favoured eucalypt
for lorikeets as well as Swift Parrots. Ashby (1914) reported
small flocks of Swift Parrots probably feeding on blue gums at
Blackwood in June 1914. Swift Parrots used to regularly visit
the MLR before 1950, but are now extinct there and Critically
Endangered in Australia (Commonwealth of Australia 2019).
The Musk, Purple-crowned and Little Lorikeets were
seasonally very common in Adelaide and the foothills of the
MLR in the second half of the nineteenth century, as attested
by M. Symonds Clark of Burnside, Robert Crompton of
Stonyfell and E.A. Thomas of the Unley district. Crompton
(1915) said that the Purple-crowned Lorikeet was extremely
common at Stonyfell when the gum trees were flowering.
Throughout the foothills and plains, River Red Gums
Eucalyptus camaldulensis, SA Blue Gums and Grey Box
Eucalyptus microcarpa were abundant at this time. While Grey
Box is still common in the WCR, it is now sadly endangered
throughout its distribution.
In the WCR Red Wattlebirds and New Holland Honeyeaters are
the most common honeyeaters to take advantage of the
copious nectar resource provided by flowering Blue Gums, but
in the Adelaide/MLR region other honeyeaters dependent on
this resource include Yellow-faced, Crescent, White-naped,
Brown-headed and the very rare Black-chinned, as well as
Noisy Miners, Little Wattlebirds and Eastern Spinebills.
Friends of Waite Reserve

A fine and decorative example of a South
Australian Blue Gum, WCR, August 2021

SA Blue Gum - Juvenile leaves.
Photo: Meg Robertson

Buds, flowers and fruits of a red-flowering
South Australian Blue Gum, St Peters
Billabong, August 20
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South Australian Blue Gum (continued)
Being large eucalypt trees, Blue Gum hollows are important for many types of fauna: birds,
mammals and insects. Australia has a large number of hollownesting birds, including parrots, treecreepers, kookaburras,
night birds and pardalotes, and many mammals use hollows for
breeding and daytime shelter. Brush-tailed possums are the best
-known in the Adelaide region, but Ring-tailed Possums also
widely use hollows in Blue Gums in the Reserve (P. Bird pers.
comm.). Blue Gum does not produce large quantities of pollen so
is not as widely used by native insects as some other eucalypts,
but the introduced honeybees forage on the nectar in very large
numbers.
The largest examples of Blue Gums at the Waite Conservation
Reserve occur on Netherby Spur and in the Stone Reserve. Our
President, Peter Bird, has observed that the trees on Netherby
Spur are in poor condition. The reasons for this are unknown
but possible explanations are the drying and warming climate,
insect attack and senescence. It will be interesting to see if they
show signs of recovery after the wet winter we have experienced
and the predicted wet spring.

Buds and flowers of a cream-flowering SA
Blue Gum, St Peters Billabong, August 2021

References
Ashby, E. 1914. Re-appearance in South Australia of the Swift Lorikeet (Lathamus discolor tregellasi, Mathews.). South
Australian Ornithologist 1 (4): 21-24.
Boomsma, C. D. 1981. Native Trees of South Australia. Woods and Forests Department, SA.
Commonwealth of Australia. 2019. National Recovery Plan for the Swift Parrot (Lathamus discolor). Commonwealth of
Australia.
Crompton, R. 1915. Birds observed at Stonyfell, S.A. South Australian Ornithologist 2:36-43.
Nicolle, D. 1997. Eucalypts of South Australia. The author, Morphett Vale, SA.
Editor’s comment:
Eucalyptus leucoxylon is a variable species with different forms and subspecies (Nicolle 2013) and occurs in both forest and
woodland. The shorter-growing forms of SA Blue Gum of uncertain or variable origin would be familiar to many as they are
often promoted as more suitable for urban settings. Areas like the Waite Reserve where there is space for Eucalyptus
leucoxylon subspecies leucoxylon to grow as tall hollow-bearing trees are extra special and valuable as habitat, as
described by Penny above. Seedling regeneration of SA Blue Gums may be more episodic than Grey Box.

Removing bulb weeds at the June working bee.

John Glover tree-planting in the
mists of Harold’s Lookout

(Photo Fred Bartholomaeus, 5
August)

Photo: Clint Garrett

Friends of Waite Reserve
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Tree Planting
I’ve seen and heard the following Chinese proverb
quoted half a dozen times in the last few months. But ‘tis
a beauty so bears repeating: “The best time to plant a
tree was 20 years ago. The second best time is now”.
Actually, with such a wet winter, the best time to have
planted would have been in autumn when the ground
was still warm. We did plant a few then, but the bulk of
planting occurred in a rush from late July – mid August.
The Friends came to the fore when COVID lockdowns
prevented two of the four TAFE student groups from
visiting the reserve to plant trees. Together we planted
1443 tubestock of exactly 50 species (see table)
including several species not previously planted. The
students direct-seeded another 35 species on the slopes
of the Southern Boundary.

We planted in several areas: lots of Sheoaks, Scurf-pea
and Grassy Bindweed amongst BBT-killed olives along the
Western Slopes; Pale Groundsel on south-facing slopes of
Netherby and Koala Gullies and Wild Dog Glen; and
patches of smaller herbs and groundcovers on the higher
and more pristine slopes. A few we guarded but many
more we protected using fallen timber or the chainsawed
branches of dead olives. Each was marked by a single
bamboo stake for followup.
We had many helpers, especially at impromptu weekday
planting days when as many as 8 Friends turned out for
a single session. Thanks to Andrea, Chloe, Clint, David,
Fred, Gerry, Greg, Jake, Jeff, John, Meg B, Nicki, Nikita,
Noel, Peter, Richard, Sally, Sarah T, Sarah S, Simon and
anyone else I have missed. It made tree-planting an
absolute pleasure this year.
Late sowing in January and February meant some of the
plants were a little small but most were a nice size for
planting. No problems with root-bound plants! The
excellent winter (and hopefully spring) rains should give
them a good start. A little TLC from here and we should
achieve good survival. Look out for the bamboo stakes
when next you walk in the reserve and drag up an extra
branch or pull out a weed to increase their chances.
Pete Bird

Species

Common name

Acacia acinacea
Acacia paradoxa
Acacia pycnantha
Acacia retinodes
Acrotriche serrulata
Allocasuarina verticillata
Arthropodium fimbriatum
Arthropodium strictum
Aristida behrii
Astroloma humifusum
Atriplex semibaccata
Austrostipa blackii
Austrostipa elegantissima
Bursaria spinosa
Chrysocephalum apiculatum
Convolvulus remotus
Cullen australasicum
Dianella revoluta
Dichelacne crinita
Dodonaea viscosa
Einadia nutans
Enneapogon nigricans
Eryngium ovinum
Glycine tabacina
Goodenia pinnatifida
Goodenia (Velleia) paradoxa
Hibbertia crinita
Hibbertia exutiacies
Juncus pallidus
Juncus subsecundus
Kennedia prostrata
Lagenophora gunniana
Linum marginale
Lomandra sororia
Lotus australis
Luzula meridionalis
Maireana brevifolia
Olearia ramulosa
Pittosporum angustifolia
Plantago gaudichaudii
Pultenaea daphnoides
Pultenaea largiflorens
Rumex brownii
Rytidosperma setaceum
Senecio hypoleucus
Senecio quadridentatus
Themeda triandra
Thysanotus patersonii
Vittadinia blackii
Vittadinia cuneata

Wreath Wattle
Kangaroo Thorn
Golden Wattle
Hill Wirilda
Cushion Ground-berry
Drooping Sheoak
Nodding Vanilla-lily
Common Vanilla-lily
Bunch Wire-grass
Cranberry Heath
Berry Saltbush
Crested Spear-grass
Feather Spear-grass
Sweet Bursaria
Common Everlasting
Grassy Bindweed
Tall Scurf-pea
Black-anther Flax-lily
Long-hair Plume-grass
Sticky Hopbush
Climbing Saltbush
Black-head Grass
Blue Devil
Variable Glycine
Cut-leaf Goodenia
Spur Goodenia
Silky Guinea-flower
Prickly Guinea-flower
Pale Rush
Finger Rush
Running Postman
Coarse Bottle-daisy
Native Flax
Sword Mat-rush
Austral Trefoil
Common Wood-rush
Short-leaf Bluebush
Twiggy Daisy-bush
Native Apricot
Narrow-leaf Plantain
Large-leaf Bush-pea
Twiggy Bush-pea
Slender Dock
Small-flower Wallaby-grass
Pale Groundsel
Cotton Groundsel
Kangaroo Grass
Twining Fringe-lily
Narrow-leaf Vittadinia
Wedge Vittadinia

Total (50 species)

Total
17
45
48
7
5
211
9
10
2
1
53
27
1
83
4
188
105
1
3
52
38
3
13
2
5
27
1
1
79
6
2
19
20
10
3
5
18
5
22
1
3
2
5
4
129
26
4
3
83
32
1443

TAFE student tree-planters
replacing Sheoak habitat on
the olive-treated Western
Slopes
Photo: Sam Bywaters, 28
July

Friends of Waite Reserve
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Clues from Poos
Many Australian mammals are nocturnal or otherwise cryptic. Often the only evidence of their
presence is the things they leave behind: tracks and trails, digs & burrows, claw marks, rubbing around tree hollows, evidence of feeding etc.
Another characteristic sign of mammal presence is their faeces, or scats. Most are quite diagnostic but also provide clues about diet, size, status, home range and territory. The following
scats were all deposited by mammals common in the reserve. Can you identify them? Look out
for them on your next visit. Avoid looking at the images while eating!

Echidna

Smooth, uniform, curved, extruded cylinders broken into several pieces. Ends
usually broken off but may be tapered.
Contents mostly dirt with shiny fragments of ants & termites.

Tachyglossus aculeatus

Western Grey Kangaroo

Black, cuboid, pellets fading to straw
coloured with age. Usually in groups of
3-10. Sometimes in connected strings
or clumped. Contents fibrous with pieces of grass to 10 mm long.

Macropus fuliginosus

Koala

Elongate-ovoid, often with slight striations & bumps. Light – dark greenish.
Smells of eucalyptus. Often found in
large groups under favoured Red Gum
or Blue Gum food trees. 25x12 mm

Phascolarctos cinereus

Common Brushtail Possum
Trichosurus vulpecula

Common Ringtail Possum
Pseudocheirus peregrinus
Red Fox
Vulpes vulpes

Fallow Deer
Dama dama

I

_____

I

10 mm

Groups of long, curved, dark cylinders.
Often on logs or at the base of trees in
woodland with larger hollow-bearing
trees.
Small, squat, oval pellets scattered &
hidden in leaf litter under food trees,
especially Grey Box.
Cylindrical, black, smelly. Varies with
contents: fur, insects or seeds from
fruiting plants, especially olives. Often
left on or beside tracks perched on
rocks, sticks or tussocks.

Straight, uniform-sized, black cylindrical pellets typically with a ‘pimple’ at
one end & a dimple at the other. Often
50 or more pellets deposited.

Peter Bird
Friends of Waite Reserve
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WORKING BEES
Extra weekday tree planting sessions meant we could focus
on weeding during our usual weekend working bees. For
the last couple of months this has meant digging Sparaxis
and Cape Tulip around Quartz Hill. Wet ground made easy
work of chiselling out their corms.
These nasty weeds are already well advanced so from here
we’ll concentrate on systematically removing all flowering
individuals to prevent seed set. Later in the season we’ll
broaden our focus to chase other weed outliers such as
Boneseed, False Caper and Perennial Veldt Grass.
We’ll continue we meet ‘up top’ at Springwood Park for the
next few working bees. Go via the South-east Freeway and
Mt Barker Rd to 198A Mt Barker Rd, Leawood Gardens.
From November we will move back down the hill to Gate 82
opposite 10 Hillside Rd, Springfield. Googlemaps will help
find your way to both locations.

Nursery Seeding Day
We’ll be helping to propagate next year’s tubestock at
the Urrbrae TAFE nursery on Friday 12 November
9.30am-1.00pm. A posse of 12 Volunteers needed.

Working bees are held on the first Saturday and third Sunday of each month. We meet at 9.00am and finish at noon
for lunch. Add these upcoming dates to your calendar.

Sat 4 Sept

Sun 19 Sept

Sat 2 Oct

Sun 17 Oct

Sat 6 Nov

Sun 21 Nov

Boneseed Chrysanthemoides monilifera. Not our worst
weed but one to keep on top of.
Photo: Pete Bird

Sat 4 Dec

Join the Friends of Waite Conservation Reserve!
Ordinary membership $15
The Membership/renewal form and details can be found at:
https://friendsofwaitereserve.org.au/
Forms can be submitted electronically or printed. Email: info@friendsofwaitereserve.org.au
Non-members are welcome at our activities

New members
The Friends of Waite Conservation Reserve welcome new members who have joined recently including:
Peter Childs and family; Marcus Beresford.

FWCR contacts
President: Peter Bird (0418-853 -834) pbjbird1@bigpond.com Secretary: Glenn Gale (0428-812-902)
Treasurer: Lynda Yates Editor: Meg Robertson
Committee: Kate Delaporte, Grant Joseph, Penny Paton, Meg Robertson, Richard Brooks, Clint Garrett
Address: Friends of Waite Conservation Reserve, University of Adelaide, Waite Campus,
PMB 1, GLEN OSMOND 5064 Phone: 8313-7405
Email: info@friendsofwaitereserve.org.au Website: https://friendsofwaitereserve.org.au/
Newsletter photo credits: Photos by Pete Bird unless otherwise indicated.
Friends of Waite Reserve
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